
Lockdown Challenge 1.1:

Theme: Transform your TV into a funky Lightbox!
Build a 'screen' made out of toilet roll inserts that transforms the TV into a funky 

light box.

Materials: 
Toilet roll inserts / kitchen roll inserts / any kind of tubes really, and the usual 

stu�: paper, scissors, tape, glue, etc. More detailed instructions on page 2. 

To submit:
Photograph or video the creative process and/or just the end results. 

Tell us about yourself (age, school, area etc of yourself/your team). 

Submit as a video or images to this email: david.nolan@steam-ed.ie  or our 
facebook page STEAM Education LTD.

Alternative challenge:
Create your own original light box and tell us how you did it so you can inspire 

others!

Big thanks to our friend Dee Hurley for submitting this idea!

Bog Roll Builders ...
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Funky Pebblescope Lightbox Instructions 

Gather all your materials... toilet roll inserts, scissors, 
stapler & staples or tape or glue and greaseproof paper. 

Cut the toilet rolls inserts in half.

Staple or sticky-tape the half rolls together, like a honeycomb.

Once there are enough to cover the tv screen either cover them with a 
big sheet of tracing/greaseproof paper. You can glue them onto the sheet 
or tape/staple the greaseproof paper around the edges.
P.S: If you don't have enough toilet roll inserts, cereals boxes cut into strips and
made into circles will do too, or any kind of tube ..and you can mess around with 
di�erent sizes!

1. 

Then turn on a colourful kids channel on the TV, turn 
down the lights and play music to go along with it!! 

2. 

4. 

5. 

It will look something like this... 

3. 


